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ABSTRACT 

 

My research seeks to expand the discourse around decolonization by further dismantling and 

complicating the homogenous narrative of women of color in the arts within the colonial legacy. This 

work aims to reinforce the self-determination of women of color in challenging cultural production and 

shifting it from the Eurocentric scope as well as the gender power structure constructed by colonialism. 

The project responds to not only decolonization within the art world but also the erasure of colonized 

women which then demands our narratives be heard as part of the process of decolonization. This 

project engages in radical self-reflection by learning from and collaborating with a group of female 

leaders of color and approaches narrative through a decolonial lens. At the core of this work are five 

one-hour conversations engaging five women of color art leaders – all at different points in their careers 

and from vastly different backgrounds. Accompanying the written portion of the capstone, are the video 

files of each interview. These conversations center their individual narratives, their relationship to the 

art world, and the role of decolonization within their practices and ways of thinking. Focusing on the 

journeys of these five women as well as my own, a narrative methodology is used here.  However, the 

standard academic process is also challenged as it often reflects coloniality/modernity–being a process 

based in knowledge and resource extraction. Contrastingly, this work emphasizes reciprocity and self-

determination. Finally, reflexivity plays an important role in reciprocating my own narrative, 

perspectives, and vulnerabilities.  

  



WHO I AM  

 

I am a Filipino-American woman in her 20’s, born in the north suburbs of Chicago.  

 

I was born as the third child to an immigrant mother who became a single parent when I was three years 

old. I was surrounded by a community of aunts and uncles, siblings, and cousins. Flawed but there. 

 

I cannot form a sentence in Tagalog, but I understand bits and pieces of it.  

 

My closest connection to the culture is through food. It can feel like that is enough.  

 

I only very recently quested to find more Filipino writers, artists and activists who speak to their 

experiences and identity.  

 

At the age of five, I was told by a classmate that the Philippines did not exist, and I was in fact Chinese. 

Fighting confusion and frustration, I etched the exact location and shape of the country in my mind so I 

could always point it out on the globe. 

 

Later in my adolescence, I had other Filipino friends but cringed at the suggestion that they were only 

drawn to me because I was also Filipino – rejecting a community to share my cultural experiences with. 

 

So many of those friends were talented musicians, artists, dancers, and thinkers but competition created 

distance. There could only be one. 

 

I came to art, hoping to be an exception. An exception to the Filipino nurse stereotype. An exception to 

the single parent-troubled child stereotype. An exception to my family’s goals and expectations.  

 

Art could lead to a kind of success that was not rooted in money. It was passion and intellectualism 

rather than practicality and simplicity. Fulfillment deeper than my pockets. 

 

As I competed, I rejected and separated from what I perceived as “being Filipino,” I submerged myself 

into the canon of the art world. I subscribed to the narratives of my textbooks. I idolized the artists who 



hung on the walls of museums. I tried to model their theories and practices, taking their words as 

gospel.  

 

I thought more intentionally about race as I moved through college. I wrote about the oppressions and 

traumas of others in relation to art history but never my own. My claim to neutrality was a well-built 

bunker.  

 

I asked how I could fit in rather than where I was.  

 

  



INTERNALIZATION AND PARALYSIS  

 

I cannot write solely about how I think I’ve been oppressed by the institutions I’ve been a part of.  

 

I cannot write solely about how underrepresentation has prevented me from thinking I could succeed in 

the art world. 

 

I cannot write solely about how prejudices and racism have created immovable barriers throughout my 

life. 

 

My identity, my self-doubt, my walls come from the deeply internalized prejudices I have inflicted on 

myself, my race, and my culture. Institutional oppression, underrepresentation and racism have all been 

so routinely rooted into my sense of self it would be inauthentic to share my experiences as if I was not 

an active participant in stabilizing the exact barriers set before me.  

 

I have come to realize how much I have internalized the prejudices and oppressions I’ve experienced 

throughout my life. I put it on myself to be the exception to the rule and only years later, realized that 

the rule was a farce, and that exceptionalism was a tool of isolation. 

 

Accompanying that awareness, I felt shame realizing how much I have perpetuated these systems that 

limit myself and others like me. Shame of being unaccepting of myself while advocating for the 

acceptance of others. Shame in the inability to see myself and my race in the work I have produced and 

the beliefs I have abided by over the years.  

  



THE CATALYST 

 

“IN REFLECTION AND CONNECTION, I FOUND PARALLELS WITH MY 

EXPERIENCE WORKING IN ART SPACES; A COLORFUL FIGURE AMONGST 

WHITE SPACE; A BODY SEEN, BUT WHOSE VOICE IS NOT HEARD OR 

VALIDATED.”  

 –FILIPINO EDUCATOR, CULTURAL WORKER, AND ARTIST 

 KIMBERLEY ARTECHE  

 

In 2018, while exploring the galleries of San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, my cohort of curators-in-

training and I took detailed inventory of the ways the museum communicates its institutional identity. 

During this observational process, I felt an intense awareness of myself. I took mental note of the mostly 

female suited up Filipino security guards – at least two to every room. As I noticed them, they noticed 

me.  

 

We talked about the whiteness of the walls, the glossy pale wood flooring, the spatial design, and 

variety of frames — very much achieving the standard “white cube,” highbrow aesthetic popularized in 

the 20th century. Meanwhile, I listened to the casual conversations spoken in Tagalog, the official 

language of the Philippines and a language that has sourced contention throughout my life. While my 

cohort moved on from room to room, noticing only the visual and nonhuman, I greeted each guard with 

a warm smile.  

 

If not me, who else?  

 

And found myself often pulled into their comments, splitting my thoughts and my attention. We were 

tasked with voicing our ideas around how the institution presents its identity. If I spoke up, I could have 

pointed out who the museum grants power to and who they do not by noting the security guards alone. 

I could have revealed the exclusivity of the art world as those roaming faces are ignored in these high-

level conversations. I could have revealed how the institution accepts this demographic as laborers but 

not often as creatives and thinkers who could enhance collections and leadership.  

 

Why did I refrain? 



 

All this time, I’ve created an identity that I perceived as beyond the “typical” Filipino narrative. I wanted 

to see myself as neutral. I wanted to look like I belonged in an art museum — pensively staring at the 

works but constantly wondering who is watching and what they are seeing.  

 

If I had said something, the analytical part of me thought about how othering it would feel to have a 

class talk about their presence as a statement and tool. The other part didn’t want to bring attention to 

my own otherness. A twisted part of me thought, ‘I’m not like those guards, I’m reaching higher,’ even 

though my education has taught me that it is not about their reach. It is about the different heights 

society has set for each social and cultural group. Success, opportunity, it is all set out of reach. By the 

forces of the colonial social structure, I reduced them to an Other to uplift myself and create a belief 

that I am ‘level’ with my white counterparts.  

 

But once I saw it, really saw it, it was never my Filipino ate’s and kuya’s, tito’s and tita’s, lola’s and lolo’s 

who needed to reach higher, but the institutions themselves who needed to face their colonial and 

imperial histories/identities, confront the systemic issues in their practices, and reach for substantive 

change in their makeup and collections. They have a duty to do more for us. 

  



BEYOND MYSELF 

 

Decolonization asks for a complete turnaround on colonial social and institutional structures – 

structures that have persisted for hundreds of years. Within the past decade, activists, protesters, 

artists, and art lovers alike have led this push for decolonization – pressuring institutions to be 

transparent about their biases and history, and most importantly to actively decolonize themselves. 

Advocates have called for reparations, land acknowledgements, removal of unethical leaders and 

policies, diversification, and much more. But with every example of the status quo, the implementation 

of systemic change comes with opposition, dismissal, and false promises.  

 

As pressure weighs, what will art institutions do to answer these calls? 

 

Women of color suffer inordinate discrimination and are considered the lowest demographic on the 

social hierarchy. This has been further emphasized in this contemporary moment of intensified racial 

tension and the unwavering, fierce actions and leadership of Black women in the United States – 

leadership intensely unwelcome by those in power. Like many fields, the arts have been male 

dominated in positions of power and within the canon of art history. Male, and especially white male 

superiority is a key aspect of the colonial and imperial framework. So, in this push towards 

decolonization, it is important to challenge the male positionality and prioritize the narratives and 

perspectives of female presenting individuals.  

 

The experiences of women of color, as it is with all people, are nuanced and complex. Qualities such as 

multiplicity, multivocality, a rejection of canonized history and timelines, and the hybridity of identity 

are at the core of many decolonial practices. And so, more narratives from women of color, expressed in 

their own way and words, are crucial. As seen with Black Lives Matter, the Civil Rights Movement, and 

the Women’s Rights Movement, women of color––specifically Black women–– have been at the 

forefront of these changes. They are catalysts for change and take the brunt of oppression. Therefore, 

the narratives of women of color are critical within the conversation of decolonization within all 

institutions and, for the purposes of this project, within art institutions specifically. 

 

 



BY, OF, AND FOR: COMMUNITY AND SELF-DETERMINATION 

 

Following my experiences in San Francisco, I declared that my work, research, and convictions would 

always come from a space of authenticity. They would be rooted in my center – my experiences and 

unique perspectives – and emanate outwards to stand by and reinforce others in their journeys. Using 

my capstone, I have taken the opportunity to create a supportive space to engage in radical self-

reflection, learn from and collaborate with a group of female leaders of color and approach narrative 

through a decolonial lens.  

 

Having experienced many isolating moments within art and educational institutions as the singular 

Southeast Asian women in the room and at times the only woman of color in the room, I was dedicated 

to connecting with other WOC. I was motivated by my own desire to gain a sense of comradery and 

community. This held priority as my work developed.  

 

Collaboration stands at the forefront of this project as well and has become a core value in my approach 

to leadership and research.  Each conversation with the women I worked with helped define and 

redefine my understanding of decolonization, the art world, and the effect I want to have with my work. 

On and off camera, they fueled an unending rush of questions that will transcend the purposes of this 

project.  

 

Decolonization has become a key theoretical approach within my practice as I challenge my 

perspectives, sense of identity, and become more self-aware. It acts as an antithesis to the colonial and 

imperialistic structures that have put me in contention with my own convictions. I was drawn to the 

theory, philosophy, and practice when realizing how interconnected my cultural estrangements were to 

colonialism and imperialism.  

 

Assimilation played an especially notable role in this. As my mother worked hard to mask her 

‘foreignness’ aiming to be socially accepted in the United States, my siblings and I became ingrained in 

that process. For me, this is most noticeable when it comes to language. It’s often that I have been 

expected to speak Tagalog and my mother has been criticized for neglecting to teach me. Language 



playing a large role in building a sense of cultural belonging, it has also been core to my sense of 

exclusion from the Filipino (non-familial) community I grew up around.  

 

This exclusion motivates a self-defense response that reinforces that separation by denying that 

community and the benefits of belonging to it. This moved beyond language and seeped into my values 

and perspectives and led to a chase for exceptionalism ad neutrality. This all created a denial of self 

which increasingly became a problem as I questioned and was questioned about my intentions and 

credibility while doing research in higher education.  

 

Decolonialization suggests that that connection is renewable.  

 

Being Filipino-American, I also must navigate the complexity of claiming Filipino culture and identity as 

someone born, raised, and living in the United States. This requires undoing colonialism from my 

cultural identity on both ends and working hard not to inauthentically appropriate Filipino culture 

despite presenting as Filipino and having full Filipino ancestry.   



METHODOLOGY 

WHAT IMPACT DO WOMEN OF COLOR ART LEADERS HAVE ON THE DECOLONIZATION OF ART 

INSTITUTIONS AND ART SPACES? 

 

My project is rooted in a decolonial process that focused on reflexivity and self-determination. Self-

determination is an important aspect of decolonization as it is a reclamation of our cultural strength, 

displacing the colonial narrative. Reflexivity is powerful for examining epistemological assumptions and 

crucial in confronting power dynamics in research (Kinsella and Thambinathan, 2021, p.3). 

 

The narrative methodology, standard analytic approaches, and interview process often reflects 

colonialism. Narratives are typically presented in a linear fashion to create logic, and, in research, those 

narratives are not only presented through the singular voice of the researcher but are also distilled into 

digestible pieces and tailored to benefit the claims of the narrator. The interview process asks for a 

single-sided conversation in which there is an interviewee (subject) and interviewer (researcher). It is a 

process based in knowledge and resource extraction while the interviewer remains invulnerable and 

whole.  

 

This project emphasizes process over product, specifically focusing on the relationship between me and 

the women I worked with. I met with each person before creating the interview to share my project 

idea, discuss the relevancy of my research question, and establish my commitment to their comfort and 

collaboration. These conversations were crucial in developing the project and building trust. We were 

able to be frank about the microaggressions and lack of safety we each have experienced in art spaces 

despite increasing diversity and institutions publicly committing to inclusion and equity.  

 

The five women I felt would contribute significantly to this discussion were Angela Two Stars, Esther 

Callahan, Jacqueline Francis, Kemi Ilesanmi, and Tricia Heuring.  

 

Angela is a Dakota woman a part of the Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate tribe. She is currently the director of 

All My Relationships Arts in Minneapolis, MN which focuses on indigenous art and culture. She is a 

public artist, curator and educator who is deeply invested in fostering native people and culture. 



 

Esther is a mixed-race Black woman who is an artist, curator, and educator in Minneapolis. She is 

currently the co-director of artistic programs and a curatorial mentor for the Emerging Curators 

Institute. She’s incredibly passionate about IDEA work and its effects on POC.  

 

Jacqueline Francis is a Jamaican American woman who is an art historian, educator and curator currently 

presiding in San Francisco. She is the Associate Professor, and Chair of the Visual and Critical Studies 

graduate program at the California College of the Arts and Co-founder of the Association for Critical 

Race Art History.  

 

Kemi Ilesanmi is a Nigerian and Black American woman who is a curator, arts administrator and cultural 

innovator in Brooklyn, New York. She is the Executive Director of The Laundromat Project which 

advances artists as change agents in their communities. She’s moved and motivated by collectivity, 

collaboration, and relationship building. 

 

Tricia Heuring is a Thai American woman who is a curator, arts organizer, and educator in Minneapolis. 

She is the Director and Curator of Public Functionary which is a platform that creates space for cultural 

producers, artists, and arts organizations to develop and create community. She is invested in creating 

art spaces that feel like home and fully support artists. 

 

I chose to reach out to this group of women because of how they inspired me and/or supported me as I 

have continued to open myself up as a part of this process. These choices were primarily rooted in trust 

which continued to be important throughout the project. Esther, Jacqueline, and Tricia were all 

individuals I built relationships with prior to this research while I was introduced to Angela and Kemi by 

my educators. I reached out to Angela at the suggestion of our board chair, Tom Borrup. All My 

Relations Arts was a space I was familiar with when I was in undergraduate school at the University of 

Minnesota, and I admired the work they had done around subverting history. Although not the Director 

then, I was excited to learn more about Angela’s current work with the organization and as an artist in 

general. I was introduced to Kemi by Anne Jin Soo Preston, our board practicum advisor, who is 

someone I have looked to for guidance throughout this year, making me easily trustful of the 

connection. Although having vastly different journeys, I continuously found similarities in values, 

lessons-learned, approaches to creating space and community, and aspirations for the art world.  



 

The focus of the project were five one-hour interviews I conducted with the women I gathered. Due to 

the travel restrictions of COVID-19, these were carried out and recorded over virtual meetings via Zoom. 

This limited the level of human connection physical presence can offer, however, the virtual space made 

it easier to connect with individuals from California and New York as well as those from Minnesota. 

When creating the questions, I split it up into two topics: 1) Their journey and relationship with the arts. 

2) Their perspectives around decolonization and art institutions, and how decolonization appears in 

their practices as patrons, artists, educators, leaders, and curators. These were sent to each person 

before their interviews to review. While I hoped to present raw conversations, I also wanted to ensure 

the experience would honor any boundaries and traumas they might have.   

 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: 

• How would you describe your journey as a WOC in the arts and as a leader up until this point in your 
life? What drew you to the arts? 

• What does being an art leader mean to you? 

• How could you describe your relationship with art, art institutions, and the art world in general? 

• Could you share some experiences or key moments in your life that have shaped and influenced the 
work you do today, the way you define your narrative, and the perspective you bring as a leader? 

• When you think about colonization and decolonization, what ideas, values and definitions come to 
mind? And what influences that understanding? 

• When people call for the decolonization of institutions, specifically art institutions, what do you 
imagine? What does that look like to you? And how possible is that in the first place? 

• What are the most important changes that need to happen in these spaces? 

• What roles do you think women of color have had and will have in creating more decolonized 
spaces? 

• What insights do you have now that you either wish you had as an emerging leader or would want 
other emerging women art leaders of color to know?  

 

I approached the interviews with a humanistic relational sensibility. My intention was to have the 

nuance, specificity and complexity of these women’s stories, lives, and thoughts simply exist without 

inserting myself as a meaning-maker, summarizer, definer, or expert. I deliberately made space for 

nonlinearity, tangents, depth, and informality. The most important piece was that these interviews 

behaved as conversations over the standard Q&A structure, the key being reciprocity in sharing 

experiences, thoughts, ideas, and questions.  

 

This collection of narratives exists as videos which are currently publicly accessible on YouTube as well 

as through the University of Minnesota Digital Conservatory. These pieces are intentionally left as raw 



footage to raise transparency, emphasize each woman’s voice, and remove my editorial hand. This all to 

offer the audience a fuller picture of the interviews. Consequentially, the viewer is purposefully left to 

position themselves within these conversations. Without editing for thematic cohesion or for creating 

well packaged palatable soundbites, they are also asked to form their own understanding of the 

narratives and thoughts before them as well as to practice deep listening. 

 

 “Reflexivity is the ability to reflect, learn, unlearn and dismantle overt and subtle legacies of oppression 

in the process of knowledge production and practice. It enables a critical consciousness of the systems, 

structures, rules, discourses, and assumptions that operate to reproduce Eurocentrism at the individual 

and system level... Critical reflexivity should make us hyper-sensitive to the multiple ways of knowing, 

being in and understanding the world.”  (Bradbury & Idahosa, 2020). 

 

The final piece to the project exercises reflexivity and reflectivity. This includes an interrogation of my 

personal journey and reflection of my capstone journey. The reflections below respond to the 

documented conversations I had with Esther, Kemi, Tricia, Jacqueline, and Angela while the videos 

themselves demonstrate the ongoing reflective process I went through, not only after, but during the 

conversations.  These videos are the center to this work, and I invite readers to access them for a more 

in-depth understanding of what is presented here.  

  



REFLECTIONS 

 

Each conversation filled me with a visceral sense of hope, inspiration, and purpose while also reinforcing 

the validity of the prejudices and exclusion I have experienced and will experience as a woman leader of 

color. Speaking with Tricia, Angela, Kemi, Jacqueline, and Esther felt like an open world for growth 

without having to first justify the need to grow. This created an environment that allowed me to be 

vulnerable, share my faults, and ask self-interrogative questions – overall producing very generative and 

transformative connections.  

 

This contrasts to experiences with white individuals, especially white males, that have left me exhausted 

from having to defend the mere existence of these experiences of oppression and to then educate them 

around their significance and meaning. Even with groups of people who are invested in equitable spaces 

and who honor my truths, there lacks a wholeness to these conversations and to my sense of belonging 

within them.  

 

I hope other WOC feel similarly while listening to these conversations. I hope this helps lead more WOC 

to seek out these narratives as well as grow upon the work and values of these five women. For those 

who are not women of color, I hope this demonstrates the impact and complexity these narratives have 

and can have moving forward towards a more decolonial art world.  

 

From this work I gained incredible insights and questions that not only speak to creating decolonial art 

spaces but also to developing a practice that is equitable and inclusive as well. Below, I describe and 

reflect on some of the insights shared by these five women which I found especially important in 

shaping my decolonial journey.  

 

Embracing art as an integral part of life, education, culture, and upbringing. 

Art as a form of communication. Art used to see and understand the world. Art being food. Art 

providing quality time with family. Art as a way of life. Art, regardless of having a small or large 

role, has had an early presence in each of our lives. Seen as a luxury, art is often inaccessible for 

lower socio-economic communities because of a lack of exposure in school and afterschool 

programs. This can discourage individuals from those communities from seeking the arts 



professionally and passing on those values generationally. Creating diverse institutions begins 

with making art equitable and accessible for diverse communities.   

 

A transformational moment for me when listening to the way art existed in each of these 

women’s narratives was realizing where my artistic journey began. Having previously neglected 

the significance of Filipino culture regarding my interests in art, I found that the way my mom 

cooks Filipino food – using all her senses and doing then redoing – mirrored the way I have 

always approached creating art which is very sensory-based and reliant on the ability to salvage 

and transform my ‘mistakes.’ Embracing art does not only point to formalized spaces like art 

classes and programs but also to how our cultures and everyday practices are artistic in nature. 

Art is not a luxury demarcated from life but rather a part of life itself. 

 

Create art spaces that feel like home 

As opposed to the exclusivity of the art institution where it is easy to self-surveil and feel like an 

outsider, creating a space that feels like home requires the curator, artist, leadership to be good 

hosts and make the space accessible, inclusive, and comfortable. To me, this also means that the 

space I create reflects myself, indicating an inability to pose as a neutral and distant party.  

 

The process of self-interrogation and self-discovery is continuous and everchanging. 

There is no goal or endpoint to self-discovery nor is there an end to growth and development. I 

found this as one of the most important points as it denies complacency in our own self-

exploration. It emphasizes process, rejects permanence, and requires constant reflection.  

 

Unlearning and learning is central to the process of decolonization 

Unlearning and learning requires vulnerability, an open mind and reflexivity. Decolonization 

requires interrogating one’s beliefs, values, perspectives, etc., unlearn, and reframe them from 

decolonial perspectives. Much like self-interrogation and self-discovery, decolonization calls for 

constant repetition of this practice.  

 

Change is crucial in moving towards more equitable and decolonial spaces 

This specifically pointed towards power and leadership. Progress and development within art 

spaces is stunted if power continues to be hoarded.  



 

 

 

Always bring people along 

We do not get to where we are alone, and we do not lack effect. We have all been impacted by 

someone or have an impact on someone. This is a part of supporting and advocating for the 

communities we come from as individuals. 

 

Decolonizing the mind is the necessary and crucial first step 

Decolonization starts internally. An institution claiming to embrace decolonization or decolonial 

practices through exhibitions and programs but unable to see the flaws in their leadership or 

have leaders who have not put in the work to decolonize themselves personally, only 

demonstrates their interest in creating that image without systemically decolonizing 

themselves.  

 

The act of decolonizing the mind brings more questions than answers 

Answers and knowledge are often coveted while uncertainty and unknowing are faults and 

point to a lack of intelligence. The process of decolonization rejects this dichotomy of knowing 

and unknowing – owing to the difficulty of beginning this journey. Unlearning and challenging 

everything – everything that is grounding – and interrogating the frameworks by which they 

have been presented feels like being thrown into an abyss. One question always leads to 

another as one deconstructs the environments and systems surrounding them while answers 

are few and far apart if they exist at all.  

 

Even the most dedicated and best of us will make mistakes and won’t always lead a wholly 

decolonial practice or life but it is important that we continue to try and be transparent about 

our decolonial journeys.  

As Esther expressed in our conversation, gatekeeping decolonization, attacking someone’s 

process because it does not reflect one’s own, and enforcing a singular ‘correct’ decolonial 

practice and journey is colonial in and of itself. Kindness, support, and empathy is essential for 

sustaining this process of decolonization. 

 



By the end of the project, after having asked each woman if they thought art institutions could be 

decolonized and what it would take, I realized I, myself, did not know why I felt the need to preserve art 

institutions or include them in the conversation in general. I did not understand my own dedication to 

these spaces. With each conversation, rather than asking whether the art world could exist without 

large art institutions, the question evolved into what the art world would look like without them.  What 

would an art world, made up of alternatives spaces, led by communities and collaborative by nature, 

that are collective, equitable, inclusive, diverse, and responsive, look and operate like? How can the 

resources and money from these larger art institutions be used to center and support spaces that feel 

like home and are dedicated to the process of unlearning and learning?  

  



LITERATURE REVIEW 

Decolonization 

“THE PLANTING AND IGNITING OF THIS ‘CULTURAL BOMB’ BY THE 

COLONIZING FORCES HAS BEEN ESSENTIAL TO THE COLONIZATION 

PROCESS, FOR IF OUR MINDS ARE CONTAMINATED WITH SELF-HATRED 

AND THE BELIEF THAT WE ARE INFERIOR TO OUR COLONIZERS, WE WILL 

BELIEVE IN BOTH THE NECESSITY AND VIRTUE OF OUR OWN 

COLONIZATION. WE WILL BEGIN TO DIMINISH THE WISDOM AND BEAUTY 

OF INDIGENOUS WAYS OF BEING AND EMBRACE THE WAYS OF THE 

COLONIZERS AS INHERENTLY SUPERIOR” (BIRD & WAZIYATAWIN, 2012, P. 

2). 

 

In Decolonizing Our Minds and Actions, citing Kenyan intellectual, Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s definition of 

“cultural bomb,” Waziyatawin and Michael Yellow Bird (2012) emphasize it as the greatest imperial 

weapon, armed for the annihilation of a people’s belief in their names, their languages, environment, 

heritage of struggle, their unity, their capacities and ultimately in themselves. Colonization as a result 

weaponizes the mind of the colonized.   

 

Colonization is the process resulting from the forced invasion and conquest over Indigenous Peoples. It 

has built a system of control over behavioral, ideological, institutional, social, political, and economic 

power that is Western/Eurocentric and maintains the subjugation and/or exploitation of Indigenous 

Peoples, lands, and resources (Bird & Waziyatawin, 2012). Coloniality aligns itself with modernity, civility 

and logic while idealizing the colonized as inferior, provincial, mystic, and undeveloped. The colonial 

matrix of power, as argued by Walter D Mignolo (2000), is the combination of the rhetoric of modernity 

and the logic of coloniality (cited in Bhambra, 2014). As articulated by Anííbal Quijano, this coloniality of 

power is strongly linked to the coloniality of knowledge – teaming the idea of modernity and rationality 

(cited in Bhambra, 2014).  

 

Emerging from the work of sociologists Aníbal Quijano (2007) and María Lugones (2007), and the 

philosopher and semiotician, Walter D Mignolo (2000), decolonization has roots in South American and 

addresses a time frame reaching back to the fifteenth century – referring to the European attacks on the 

lands now known as the Americas (Bhambra, 2014). The first step towards decolonization is to question 



the legitimacy of colonization, requiring us to consciously and critically assess how our minds have been 

affected by the “cultural bomb” of colonization. Decolonizing knowledge requires acknowledging the 

sources and geo-political locations of knowledge while also upholding and advancing practices that have 

been denied by colonialization (Bhambra, 2014). It necessitates shifting the geography of reason away 

from the insular Eurocentric scope and producing knowledge beyond strict disciplinary presumptions. 

“DECOLONIZATION IS THE MEANINGFUL AND ACTIVE RESISTANCE TO THE 

FORCES OF COLONIALISM THAT PERPETUATE THE SUBJUGATION AND/OR 

EXPLOITATION OF OUR MINDS, BODIES, AND LANDS. DECOLONIZATION IS 

ENGAGED FOR THE ULTIMATE PURPOSE OF OVERTURNING THE COLONIAL 

STRUCTURE AND REALIZING INDIGENOUS LIBERATION.” (WAZIYATAWIN & 

MICHAEL YELLOW BIRD, 2014, P. 3). 

 

Decolonization is not a passive process. In much of the literature around decolonization, there is an 

emphasis on requiring a praxis. Citing Paulo Freire, a Brazilian libratory educator, Waziyatawin and Bird 

(2012) describe praxis as a reflection and action upon the world to transform it. Furthermore, a 

transformative praxis, as defined by Vivetha Thambinathan and Elizabeth Anne Kinsella (2021), involves 

reflexivity, community-engaged research, reciprocity, and action. In “To go beyond”: towards a 

decolonial archival praxis by J. J. Ghaddar and Michelle Caswell (2019), they assert a liberatory/radical or 

transformative praxis in the process of decolonization which centers the oppressed in the 

transformation of society, articulation of new cultural forms, new ways of being, and new ways of 

ordering people and the world. Decolonization, therefore, cannot exist only as a politic or theory but 

must involve active resistance and must center the oppressed/colonized to be transformative.  

 

Ghaddar and Caswell’s (2019) radical praxis of decolonization goes to social, cultural, political, and 

economic roots, transparently reflecting on the assumptions and positionalities of those producing and 

disseminating knowledge. It is committed to dismantling and transforming structures and systems of 

oppression and domination rather than seeking the accommodation and incorporation of the oppressed 

and colonized, acting beyond the level of understanding around diversity and social justice which mainly 

prioritizes inclusion, representation, and recognition. 

  



POSTCOLONIALISM VS. DECOLONIZATION 

 

Postcolonialism and decoloniality are similar in their most fundamental criticisms of coloniality. Both 

challenge the insular and constructed historical narratives deriving from Europe and reject the validity of 

modernity (Bhambra, 2014). However, among other distinctions, the framework by which coloniality is 

approached, unsettled, and dismantled where the two schools of thought diverge.  

 

As explained by Gurminder K. Bhambra (2014), postcolonialism emerged around the ideas of Edward W. 

Said (1995), Homi K. Bhabha (1994), and Gayatri C. Spivak (1988), coming out of and referring to the 

Middle East and South Asian. Said’s (1995) work questions the production of knowledge from a global 

perspective – distinguished by the contextual positioning around the Orient divide – and demonstrates 

how the idea of universality is a construction based on a claim sustained through material power. His 

work removed the ‘other’ from the production of an effective history of modernity (cited in Bhambra, 

2014). Developed at length by the work of Bhabha (1994), postcolonial theory as an attempt to suspend 

and transform Western histories and narratives of modernity – historically and theoretically – by 

rejecting and replacing them with those of the ‘other.’ Spivak (1988) further questions how Western 

discourse represents the ‘subaltern’ or the ‘other,’ asking what the relationship is between Western 

discourses and the possibility of speaking of/for the subaltern (cited in Bhambra, 2014). She addresses 

the question of how the current dominant and hegemonic history came to be.  

Contrastingly, Quijano (2007) argues that modernity is inseparable from the structures of European 

colonial domination over the rest of the world – creating the identifier, ‘modernity/coloniality’ (cited in 

Bhambra, 2014). Decolonization allows us to discuss the realities of colonialism – such as poverty, 

inequality, etc. – by recognizing the interconnectedness of the development of modernity and 

coloniality (Bhambra, 2014). In decolonial discourse, scholars also argue that postcolonialism still 

operates within European constructed categories, the academy and is constructed as an antithesis to 

European narratives – therefore existing dialogically with colonialism – rather than originating outside of 

the European context (Muñiz-Reed, 2019). 

 

This work follows the decolonial school of thought over postcolonialism because of this distinction. 

Centering the inequalities and prejudices experienced by women of color in the arts, it is necessary to 

recognize this as a reality of colonialism.   



DECOLONIZATION AND THE ART WORLD 

“’AN INNOVATIVE SHOW HERE, A PROGRESSIVE EVENT THERE… ARE NOT 

ENOUGH. THE INSTITUTION MUST BE QUESTIONED IN ITS VERY 

FOUNDATIONS, STARTING WITH THE FACT THAT IT SITS ON OCCUPIED 

LENAPE LAND AND CONTAINS THOUSANDS OF OBJECTS COLLCETED 

THROUGH IMPERIAL PLUNDER. WHY NOT MAKE THESE STARTING POINTS 

FOR A DISCUSSION, RATHER THAN THE QUESTION OF WHO CURATES WHAT 

DEPARTMENT? WHAT WOULD IT MEAN TO LIBERATE THIS INSTITUTION 

FROM THE STRUCTURES OF OPPRESSION THAT ARE BUILT INTO IT FROM 

THE BEGINNING?’” (MTL COLLECTIVE, 2018, P. 227).  

 

This decolonial approach continues the critique embodied in the work of artists such as Renée Green, 

James Luna, and Fred Wilson, and direct-action groups from the late 1960s such as the Black Emergency 

Cultural Coalition and Black Women Artists and Students for Black Liberation 1 (MTL Collection, 2018, p. 

194). These criticisms highlighted the complicity of the art institution in perpetuating, concealing, and 

neglecting unjust and oppressive practices, marking them ‘spaces of subjection.’ Rather than being a 

ready-made program, decolonization acts as a form of ‘epistemic disobedience’ (MTL Collective, 2014, p. 

194).  

 

Within the past two decades, the seven initiatives described below have disrupted art institutions, 

subjecting them to public scrutiny and demanding accountability over their stated commitments and 

overall responsibility to the communities they claim to serve.  

 

W.A.G.E.  

Concerned with the working conditions of the art economy, W.A.G.E compensation standards 

have been adopted by an increasing number of institutions (MTL Collective, 2018). 

 

Liberate Tate 

Through a five-year campaign which used performance, they pressured the Tate museum to end 

its sponsorship agreement with BP, British Petroleum (MTL Collective, 2018). 

 

 
1 These called for the radical overhaul of white-dominated institutions through democratization, reparations, and 
redistribution (MTL Collective, 2018, p. 194). 



J20 Art Strike 

In response to the election of Donald Trump, on Inauguration Day the called for collective non-

compliance from art institutions which resulted in shuttered galleries, waived admission fees, 

and special programming (MTL Collective, 2018). 

 

Not an Alternative 

Supporting the movement of Institutional Liberation, seeing it as the ‘commandeering’ of 

institutions and defining themselves against the overburdening call for the building of new 

institutions and another development of institutional critique which is often reduced to ‘critique 

for critique’s sake’ (MTL Collective, 2018). 

 

Gulf Labor Campaign 

Founded by artists, using performance, they aimed to pressure the Guggenheim to redress the 

oppressive labor conditions of South Asian migrant workers at the construction site of its new 

site on Abu Dhabi’s “Happiness Island” (MTL Collective, 2018). 

 

Global Ultra-Luxury Faction 

An offshoot of GLC known for its projections on the Guggenheim, placing propaganda posters on 

the museum, and shutting it down on May Day 2015 with a sit-in (MTL Collection, 2018). 

 

Decolonize This Place  

After the long-fought 2016 protests at the Brooklyn Museum – confronting their complicity with 

process of gentrification – which led to the museum’s collaboration with local organizers to 

create the People’s Summit on Gentrification, Artists Space invited Decolonize This Place to 

curate a three-month exhibition. Instead, they created a residency during which the 

infrastructure no longer appearing as Artists Space unless its institutional profile would amplify 

certain events and projects. Those institutional resources and relationships were used to 

transform the space into a hub for the movement (MTL Collective, 2018). 

 

As the MTL Collective (2018) points out in From Institutional Critique to Institution Liberation? A 

Decolonial Perspective on the Crises of Contemporary Art, these initiatives have used the visibility, 

publicity, and prestige of art institutions as leverage for spreading awareness and create political 



pressure around the movement and other social movements of shared values and aims. However, there 

are two sides to this tactic. While “groups are resisting museum security and refusing to endorse their 

narrative, challenging the financial privacy claims of publicly funded institutions and opposing the 

extraction of cultural value to normalize destructive corporate operations,” they are also “reinfusing 

institutions with public interest and pushing museums into symbolic sites of ‘collective struggle’ for 

‘emancipation, equality, collectivity, and the commons,’ where the stakes of social well-being are waged 

against the narrow interests of financial elites,” through their artistic interventions charged with the 

energy of social movements. Although these activist groups vigorously challenge art institutions, they 

also risk the possibility of reinforcing the rhetoric that centers the art institution as a space for discursive 

dissensus and radical discourse (Demos, 2020). 

 

Meanwhile, as Ilana Novick (2017) points out in Learning from Decolonize This Place, artists hold a 

unique position to critique institutional power because they are both victims of oppression as well as 

enablers. Oppressive victimhood in this sense considers the professional and educational realities of 

artists such as immense student debt, low wages and an unsustainable competitive environment. 

However, artists also risk being enablers of the institution by showing their work in museums and 

galleries whose benefactors may support neocolonial exploitation or by leasing spaces that contribute to 

gentrification (Novick, 2017).  This is not to equate the faults of the oppressed with those of the 

oppressors or to claim they share the same responsibilities, but rather to demonstrate the complicated 

relationship artists have with forms of institutional critique, including decolonization and 

postcolonialism, while having to exist within the current power structures of the art world and art 

market. As a result, contradiction is inevitable. However, the path of action does not point to ignoring or 

neglecting oppressive practices but rather to confront our positionalities within these institutions along 

with the spaces themselves.  

 

In Thoughts on Curatorial Practices in the Decolonial Turn, Ivan Muñiz-Reed (2019) looks at multiple 

exhibitions relating to decoloniality and decolonial aesthetics, finding a lack of an epistemic shift in the 

curatorial process. Often, they failed to illustrate the complexity of decoloniality, needing to reference 

colonialism to anchor them. 

 

One exhibition Muñiz-Reed (2019) notes as effective in creating a decolonial aesthetic, however, is 

Dominó Caníbal, Cuauhtémoc Medina’s Biennial program in 2021 at PAC Murcia in Spain. During the 



program the artists were asked to start from their predecessor’s work and modify something from the 

previous exhibition. Muñiz-Reed states, “it poses an epistemic rebellion that disregards the traditional 

biennial model and shifts the power from the institution and curator towards the artists” (Muñiz-Reed, 

2019, p. 10). 

  

The complications curators face in creating decolonial exhibitions comes from using colonial systems 

and approaches such as academic language to speak and present work about decolonization. As argued 

by Muñiz-Reed (2019), an epistemic shift away from this model and system frees the discourse and work 

from the colonial framing. This demonstrates the relationship between knowledge or discourse and 

action within the decoloniality which necessitates a holistic approach. 

 

The decolonial shift within the art world faces many areas of contradiction as the identity of the art 

institution has been and still is an institution involved in reproducing white supremacy, 

heteropatriarchy, settler-colonialism, and the coloniality of knowledge. These spaces also occupy stolen 

land, while being led, owned, and subsidized primarily by colonizers. Therefore, the art institution – art 

museums – exists as a site of struggle, not only in relation to oppression of the colonized but also to the 

decolonial process.  

WOMEN OF COLOR IN DECOLONIAL RHETORIC 

“IN SUCH A RACIST AND HETEROPATRIARCHICAL SYSTEM, IT WILL BE 

WOMEN THAT LEAD US TO FREEDOM. IT IS OUR JOB TO LISTEN, LEARN 

AND FOLLOW THEIR LEAD“ (TOULOUSE, 2017, P. 55). 

 

As cited in Bhambra (2014), Lugones (2011) extends the discourse around decolonization to not only 

speak on race but also gender. She argues that coloniality also divides the world according to a specific 

understanding of gender, disrupting the social patterns and gender relationships of colonized societies. 

Coloniality thus enabled the disappearance of the colonial/raced woman from theoretical and political 

consideration (cited in Bhambra, 2014). She emphasizes the need to read modernity/coloniality from a 

consciousness of race, gander, and sexuality and to examine the development of those categories within 

this context. The European colonial/modern gender system “organizes the world into homogenous, 

separable categories arranged through hierarchical dichotomies and categorial logics which, in the 



process, erase colonized women from most areas of social life” (Bhambra, 2014, p. 118). It removes 

intersectionality which as result removes those who exist within these intersections. 

 

In I am Woman: The Decolonial Process of Indigenous Feminist Art by Léa Toulouse (2017), she looks at 

the work of female Indigenous artists and raises questions about the role of indigenous women both in 

decolonization and self-determination. She analyzes how the artists communicate different aspects of 

the self and demonstrate the decolonial process of regain cultural strength and leadership.  

 

In the text Why Decolonial Feminism: New Possibilities from Abya Yala2 by feminist activist Pilar 

Villanueva (2020) decolonial feminism, term used by Lugones, is described as an intersection of 

feminism that describes the needs, goals, and political program of Latin American and Caribbean 

women. Decolonial feminism found conceptual construction from black feminist though and emerged 

out of the collective practices and activism by Latin American, the Caribbean region, and critical 

feminisms as well as decolonial theory built by Latin American thinkers (Villanueva, 2020). This 

feminism, much like intersectionality, criticized feminism rooted in middle and upper-middle class white 

women in Europe, Australia, South Africa, and the US, i.e., “white feminism.” As this type of feminism 

works within the logic structure of coloniality – deeming it as a hegemonic feminism removing race from 

the feminist rational – decolonial feminism aims to replace it as a feminism that captures the multiplicity 

of struggles women face and the inseparability of those struggles from the expansive legacy of 

colonialism (Villanueva, 2020). 

 

My research seeks to expand this discourse by further dismantling and complicating the homogenous 

narrative of women within the colonial legacy. This work aims to reinforce the self-determination of 

women of color in challenging knowledge production and shifting it from the Eurocentric scope as well 

as the gender power structure constructed by colonialism. This work responds to not only 

decolonization within the art world but also the erasure of colonized women which then demands our 

narratives as part of the process of decolonization.   

  

 
2 Abya Yala meaning ‘earth alive’ or ‘ripen earth’ in Kuna language. Used as an alternative to Latin American for its 
colonial and racial legacy (Villanueva, 2020).  
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